
„...MARIO ROM‘S INTERZONE, EASILY ONE OF THE MOST ENTERTAINING AND 
SCINTILLATING ACTS AT THIS YEAR‘S FESTIVAL. I HAVE YET TO HEAR A GROUP 

OF MUSICIANS -- ANYWHERE -- WITH A MORE SERIOUS SENSE OF PLAY.“  

ROCHESTER CITY NEWSPAPER 
about a concert at ROCHESTER JAZZ FESTIVAL, New York, June 2015

„THE 24-YEAR OLD MARIO ROM IS AN ABSOLUTE REVELATION!“

JAZZPODIUM | June 2015

„…THEIR FLAWLESS INTERACTION BREATHES A VITALITY THAT LEAVES THE AUDIENCE 
BEGGING FOR ENCORES UNTIL THE REPERTOIRE IS EXHAUSTED. THIS IS PROBABLY 

HOW IMMORTALITY BEGINS.”

PASSAUER NEW PRESS | June 2014
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Those attempting to describe Mario Rom’s INTERZONE seem to be looking constantly for superlatives. 
After a concert at the famed Rochester Jazz Festival in New York, the festival’s main critic called them 
“easily one of the most entertaining and scintillating acts at this year’s festival. I have yet to hear a 
group of musicians – anywhere – with a more serious sense of play.” Such a reaction from the Ameri-
can press is anything but self-evident for an Austrian band with a mean age of less than 30 years old, 
but the trio consisting of Mario Rom, Lukas Kranzelbinder, and Herbert Pirker has undeniably received 
a great deal of attention from critics and media the world over in a very short time. The group, with 
its unusual instrumentation (trumpet, bass and drums) has proved able to “spin virtuosity and humor 
into an entertaining whole” (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung) and “gives the impression of being four, 
five, or more musicians” (Jazzthing). To make one thing clear: INTERZONE plays jazz. Real jazz. 
Nonetheless, their motto is “Everything Is Permitted” and they’ve lived it in Europe, Mexico, China, 
Israel, and the USA in the past two years. Jazzpodium describes Mario Rom as an “absolute disco-
very”, InMusic finds the band’s “surprising playfulness almost impossible to top”, and DIE ZEIT calls 
them “three young Turks, marked by a life they couldn’t yet have lived, ready for anything.” If these 
reviews sound a little exaggerated, consider this reaction from Passauer Presse after their concert at 
the INNtöne Festival in 2014: “Their flawless interaction breathes a vitality that leaves the audience 
clamoring for encores until their repertoire is exhausted. This is probably how immortality begins.”
One might be forgiven for thinking that this kind of hyperbole leads to enormously high expectations. 
But one might also consider the following: these three musicians are playing jazz at 180%, as if their 
life hung in the balance every night. So sit back and enjoy. Enter the INTERZONE – you won’t regret it.

INFO - SHORT

Mario Rom‘s INTERZONE is one of the most promising trios in Europe‘s current jazz scene and has 
undeniably received a great deal of attention from critics and media all over the world in a very short 
time. Their unusual instrumentation (trumpet, bass and drums) has proved able to “spin virtuosity and 
humor into an entertaining whole” (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung) and their surprising playfulness 
was descirbed as „almost impossible to top“. plays jazz. Real jazz. Mario Rom, Lukas Kranzelbinder, 
and Herbert Pirker play Jazz. Real jazz. Nonetheless, their motto is “Everything Is Permitted” and 
they’ve lived it in Europe, Mexico, China, Israel, and the USA in the past two years.

INFO - 1st JAZZ-TV-SERIES

In 2015 Mario Rom‘s INTERZONE did not only release their new Album „Everything is Permitted“ but 
also a 4-part Online-Video-Series under the same title. This series of music-videos was shot in Mexico 
City, New Orleans, Texas, Louisiana, Austria and Germany and is a unique project in the European 
Jazz Scene combining a continuing plot with non-dialogue, jazz-music-only videos. The first Season of 
„Everything is Permitted“ was premiered online on January 20, 2015.
Watch all Episodes on www.mr-interzone.at

INFO - NORMAL



„Virtuosity and humor unite to an highly entertaining performance!“
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, March 2015

„You can not match this trio‘s interaction - in terms of surprise and pure joy - with any other band!“
INMUSIC, June 2015

„It’s hard to believe that such a wall of sound really comes from just three musicians“
HIFICRITIC, June 2015

„No matter which style they are playing - those three musicians always play as if their lifes were at 
stake!“ 
JAZZTHING, June 2015

„Creativity, esprit and imagination do not know any bounds!“
KULTUR, June 2015

„Just get out there and play.“ A football trainer‘s words to his team work just as well as a guiding prin-
ciple for music. Do what you like, but do it well and do it differently every time. For instance Interzone, 
the trio led by 22-year-old Austrian trumpeter Mario Rom, just goes out there. And plays. Growly, 
gnarly, confident and nimble – a good formula.
Recklessly and impetuously they break their trail, clearing away stylistic signposts, swinging, groo-
ving, abruptly changing tempo; in short: playing, following wherever the energy leads them in the 
moment. Even Ornette Coleman‘s bittersweet ballad „Lonely Woman“ must bow to their whim in the 
end: Mario Rom and his comrades step on the gas, leave scratches and scars on the melody – and 
wrest from it, with this rough treatment, an undreamed-of power.“
DIE ZEIT, Stefan Hentz, March 2013

„…straight-ahead bebop phrases, freely tonal avant-garde, thumping funk grooves and pulsating free 
meters. [...] Brillant!” 
JAZZTHING, Martin Laurentius, February 2013

„Drive, humor, virtuosity and a flirtatious touch of retro mark what may be this autumn‘s best domestic 
jazz album. Styrian trumpeter Mario Rom shows international caliber with this compact sensation.“ 
KLEINE ZEITUNG, Otmar Klammer, December 2012



RECENT CONCERTS
MARIO ROM‘S INTERZONE

Between 2013 - 2015 Interzone performed over 120 concerts including the following festivals:

Rochester Jazz Festival, NEW YORK (USA)
EuroJazz Festival, MEXICO CITY (Mexico)
European Jazz Festival, DOHA (Katar)
Il Rittmo della Citta Festival, MILANO (Italy)
Buenos Aires Jazz Festival, BUENOS AIRES (Argentina)
Izmir Jazz Festival, IZMIR (Turkey)
Israel Festival, JERUSALEM (Israel)
Fringe Festival, BEIJING (China)
TANjazz Festival, TANGER (Marokko)
Bohemia Jazz Fest, PRACHATICE (Czech Republic)
Inntöne Festival, DIERSBACH (Austria)
Opus Jazz Club, BUDAPEST (Hungary)
Summerjazzfestival, KRAKOW (Poland)
Jazz w Ruinach, GLIWICE (Poland)
Novi Sad Jazz Festival, NOVI SAD (Serbia)
Haikou International Youth Experimental Arts Festival, HAIKOU (China) 
Jazz and the City, SALZBURG
and so on.....

Mario Rom
* 1990 in Hall/Admont [AT] started studying the trumpet with Bernd Rom when he was 8. Since 
2004 he is a member of the famous class of Prof. Josef Eidenberger at the Anton Bruckner Privatuni-
versität in Linz. He was awarded several prices at Prima la Musica and the 2007 Marianne Mendt 
Jazzcompetition. 2010 he was chosen as the only Austrian Musician into the Band „Generations 
Unit“, with which he recorded a CD in 2011, including Adrian Mears as an artistic director.
He has worked and played with: Dave Liebman, Christoph Cech, Harri Stojka, Michael Mantler, 
Harry Sokal, Janus Ensemble, Jazzwerkstatt Wien, Studio Dan, Salonorchester Alt Wien, Fatima 
Spar, Andrej Prozorov....

Lukas Kranzelbinder
* 1988 in Klagenfurt [AT] Despite his tender years he has already become one of the most active 
and versatile bassists of the young Austrian music scene. He is the organizer of the ‚Polyamory 
Sound Festival‘ [www.polyamorysound.com], taking place in various European cities and bringing 
musicians from diverse music scenes together, Since the summer of 2011 he is part of the „New 
Austrian Sound of Music“-Program, where he was chosen as 1 of 5 young musicians to represent 
their country as a jazz musician worldwide.
At this time Kranzelbinder lives in Vienna and works on his Spanish Opera MUCHOGUSTO, which 
was premiered at the well-known Festival “Carinthischer Sommer” in July 2012.

Herbert Pirker
* 1981 in Mooskirchen [AT] is one of the busiest drummers from the Austrian Jazz Scene. He was 
awarded with the Hans Koller Jazzprice 2 times (2004 & 2007) and basically worked with all the 
big names from the national & international Jazz Scene:
Karl Ritter, Wolfgang Mitterer, Louis Sclavis, Kelomat, Alex Machacek, Wolfgang Puschnig, Jack 
Walrath, Klaus Dickbauer, Max Nagl, Jazzwerkstatt Wien, Christoph Dienz,  Linley Marthe, Otto 
Lechner...


